locus, Schultz and They show that these variations in the genotype of implant and host have no influence on the results. It therefore seems improbable that differences in genetic constitution with respect to genes other than su-v and v are responsible for the observed difference in behavior. Between the second and third possibilities listed above, there is no satisfactory way of distin-guishing from the transplantation experiments. However, Schultz (unpublished8) has observed a single mosaic individual of the constitution given above for the mosaic experiments in which one entire eye was presumably of the constitution su-v w' v. In this case the phenotypic appearance of the eye was light apricot (not wa v). In this fly the apricot eye was somewhat smaller than normal and for this reason there is some question as to whether it was comparable to the sectors which were Wa v in appearance. However, this single individual does favor the view that there is a difference in the behavior of whole eyes and sectors of eyes under the conditions of these experiments. Obviously additional experimental evidence is desirable. In a cn fly the change leading to the formation of cn+ substance is in some way prevented. The su-v gene in the presence of v results in a partial restoration of the reaction or reactions leading to the formation of v+ substance but has nothing to do with the change v+ substance o-cn+ substance. It should therefore follow that a fly of the constitution su-v cn should lack, as does a su-v+ cn fly, cn + substance and should therefore show cn pigmentation.. In order to determine the relation of su-v and cn, two stocks were made up, one su-v cn in constitution, the other su-v w' cn. Phenotypically flies of these constitutions appeared to be identical with straight cn and Wa cn flies. This result is in agreement with the expectation based on the proposed scheme; su-v does not suppress the cn character.
